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Hans Rosling, Gapminder demonstration from The Joy of Stats, 2010. Courtesy Vignes Productions

Gapminder

Employing Hans Rosling’s Trendalyzer software, Gapminder was founded in Stockholm by Ola Rosling, Anna Rosling Rönnlund, and Hans Rosling in 2005. Released as the online service Gapminder World, Rosling’s software uses animated bubbles to show changes over time in the wealth and health of nations. These statistics truly come to life when Rosling provides his own narration, as seen in the 2010 documentary The Joy of Stats. —EL


Mark J. Webber and Fernando Vegas, Chimeras, a search tool that plots repetition in text and represents them as 3-D “chimeras.” Courtesy Mark J. Webber

Martin Wattenberg and Fernando Vega, chimeras, a search tool that plots repetition in text and represents them as 3-D “chimeras.” Courtesy Mark J. Webber

Mark J. Webber and Fernando Vegas, chimeras, a search tool that plots repetition in text and represents them as 3-D “chimeras.” Courtesy Mark J. Webber

Adam Rubenek and Karla Vega, ThCC, UT, Austin, in collaboration with Clint Dawson, ICES, UT, Austin; Rick Luedtke, JPL, Chappel Hill, and Joseph Westerinen, University of North Carolina. Visualization of the Gulf of Mexico Off-Spill, 2010. Courtesy Karla Vega
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Data visualization has lately become an unlikely form of mass entertainment. When public health professor Hans Rosling first presented his giant, animated graphs of floating bubbles—challenging popular preconceptions about global life expectancy and family sizes—he was met with whoops and applause at the 2006 TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design) conference.¹ The video of the presentation has since attracted 2.8 million online viewers, making it the seventh most-watched TED talk in the past five years.² "The statistics of the world have not been made properly available," argued Rosling. "Animated graphics can make a difference."³

Data provides the means by which science progresses, legislation changes, and society advances; data is the enemy of witch hunts, bigotry, and ignorance (not to mention Creationism). But data is always gathered at a certain time with a certain purpose; and to be useful it must be mined, parsed, and presented. Each step of this process involves decisions about what to omit and what to prioritize. Yet the end result, the visualization, carries an authority, timelessness, and objectivity that belies its origins. Curiously, this fact is neglected in the otherwise rich discourse around data visualization and information design. Johanna Drucker has observed that information designers almost entirely ignore what she considered theoretical problems: "An empiricist assumption that what you see is what is there underpins their practice. The self-evident character of graphic entities—lines, marks, colors, shapes—is never itself brought into question, however much the parameters on which they are generated or labeled might be criticized. That images themselves might be ideational, produced as artifacts of exchange and emergence, is an idea foreign to the fields of engineering and information design."⁴

Scientific Practice
To explore why the critical discourse of the arts and humanities is conspicuously lacking around visualization requires that we take a meta-view of the contexts in which it is practiced. Visualization might be separated into three categories of practice. The first, and most dominant, is scientific. This, the domain of laboratories, supercomputers, and vast monitor arrays, enjoys the funding of the military industrial complex and a sense of societal importance. According to historian Alfred Crosby, "visualization is one of only two factors responsible for the explosive development of all modern science."⁵ Computer scientists: Toby Segaran argues that "almost every field is becoming more reliant on data analysis for advancement."⁶ Examples in the scientific category would include visualizations of galaxy formation, predicted weather and oil spill patterns, and simulations of electron behavior.⁷ Typically deploying the terms "data" or "information visualization," scientific visualization fashions itself as a tool of discovery improved through scientific method. The implicit assumption is that the tool allows us to explore the data, without bias. Adopting industries are described by one classic textbook in the field as those driven by continuous innovation and repeated discovery: "pharmaceutical drug research, oil-gas exploration, financial analysis and manufacturing quality control."⁸

To engage in the scientific discourse around visualization requires familiarity with—if not higher degrees in—mathematics, statistics, computer science, and cognitive psychology. But even the most cursory glance at the literature reveals a positivist discourse driving questions of visual form, grounded in principles of human cognition. Is the visualization appropriate for the data? How does the visualization fare in terms of usability issues? How does the (universal) human brain respond to visualization x as opposed to visualization y?⁹

Journalistic Practice
The second category is journalistic. A response to the information tsunami, and driven by a moral or commercial obligation to inform or entertain, projects in this category strive to make data visible and accessible. Whereas the scientific category is characterized by large datasets and various means of discovering new patterns, the journalistic category seeks to simplify and explain those datasets. As New York Times Graphics director Steve Duenes put it: "It is our job to edit, condense and reduce."¹⁰ Traditionally the domain of information designers whose task is to scrape, shape, and frame existing data, rather than mine and parse new data, this category has lately shifted from static forms to quite advanced interactive web-based formats that allow the public to explore data for themselves. The New York Times Graphics Department provides paradigmatic examples of journalistic information design, as made evident in its fast turnaround of maps and graphics illustrating the hurricanes, tsunamis, oil spills, and wars of the past decade. Freelance journalist and designer David McCandless, meanwhile, develops visualizations that provide a meta-layer of commentary on other visualizations, such as his "billion dollar o-gram," which seeks to put military expenditure, oil revenue, foreign aid, and charitable donations in context through comparison. His revelation, after mining and visualizing Facebook data, that more couples split up around spring break and Christmas than other times of the year, might be described as journalistic entertainment visualization.

Rosling's Gapminder software for animating global health data began as an educational tool (to make university students use and understand statistics to acquire a "fact-based" world view), but is ultimately a journalistic means to inform and transform public opinion. "Visualization and animation services that unveil the beauty of statistics for wide user groups may induce a paradigm shift from dissemination to access," Rosling has argued. "Data provided in animation format is well suited to tell stories using television and webcasts."¹¹ Martin Wattenberg's search tool uses simple computation methods to find repetition in texts, which are represented as 3-D "sky scrapers" over the text body. Teaming up with journalist Chase Davis, Wattenberg set Chimera to work to find "clone laws"—legislation rewritten for elected officials by corporations or partisan groups. They found, for instance, that a law passed in Minnesota matched a law passed in Alaska exempting firearms made and sold in-state from federal regulations—not exactly word for word but many, many passages," noted Wattenberg.¹² Googling the most distinctive passages led to a website promoting the Firearms Freedom Act, a chilling reminder that the laws of this country are not written by legislators but by special interest groups. Discussion of formal issues in this category tends to be dominated by the standards codified by authorities such as Edward Tufte, Donald Norman, and Ben Shneiderman. Examples will be familiar to any designer: Static information graphics should aspire to transparency, objectivity, and an absence of "chartjunk" (Tufte), and interactive visualization should aspire to visual consistency, informative feedback, a sense that the user is in control, and simple error handling (Shneiderman).¹³

Artistic Practice
The third category is artistic. Generally misunderstood by the scientific community as cosmetic or frivolous, the art of visualization nevertheless has an important cultural role, reinforced by historical precedent. Artistic visualization, much like thousands of years of art before it, reflects
New York Times Graphics Department

A multi-skilled team makes up the graphics department at the New York Times: journalists who understand visualization as well as people trained in statistics, cartography, programming, and 3-D software. According to graphics director Steve Dunsas, "We're journalists. We are drawing on the traditions of the Times and creating a direction on the web that employs technology to surprise and engage readers while still clarifying and explaining the world around us." While continuing to publish compelling graphics in print, the New York Times has led the world of online journalism by using video, animation, sound, and dynamic content. To cover the quake and tsunami that killed tens of thousands of people in Japan and disabled the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant in the spring of 2011, the graphics department employed maps, aerial photography, and cut-away views of the plant to help readers understand the crisis. —EL.
on cultural conditions. Its specific subject is our current preoccupation with data, a development of what critic Benjamin Buchloh called the "aesthetics of administration" that concerned the conceptual artists of the postwar years: "the operating logic of late capitalism and its positivistic instrumentality." 14 Artistic visualization's role is to bring to light and challenge the prevailing assumptions behind the rhetoric and to offer new, alternative modes of representation. It is the only category of the three in which form, line, and color are not evaluated solely in terms of usability issues.

Absence of Critique
Examples of visualizations from all three categories can be found on popular blogs such as Information Aesthetics (infoesthetics.com; started by data visualization and architecture professor Andrew Vande Moere in 2004) and Visual Complexity (VisualComplexity.com; started by user experience designer Manuel Lima in 2005). Both sites are cheerleaders of the dazzling and richly diverse array of visualizations produced by professionals and amateurs these days, but neither carries the kind of critical discussion called for by Drucker, the "who made it, for whom, and for what purpose—ideology 101." 15 It is difficult not to see the reductivism in many of the visualizations rendering human communication as a thousand dots and veins of wispy color on black backgrounds, as if messy life had finally been conquered, sorted and re-arranged as exotic form.

Intricate flowerlike arrangements of frequently used terms in the New York Times by Jer Thorp, for example, were the first in a series of projects made by the digital artist for the newspaper's research and development lab. The question "for what purpose?" is initially difficult to answer, since zoomable interfaces of thousands of word constellations don't immediately suggest incisive analysis. Thorp's more recent Cascade project for the Times' R&D group, however, which tracks readers' tweets and online sharing habits with colored squares linked by thin gray lines shown through multiple alternative views, reveals a clear agenda in a promotional video. "Perhaps most importantly," asks the voice-over, "how can the Times use this information to expand its impact in the conversation, to maintain its position as a news and information leader?" The visualization, arguably, is less a research inquiry into the nature of information sharing than the territorial surveillance of a media battlefield.

Other projects illustrate how the formal languages of experimental artistic visualizations are quickly absorbed and put to work for commercial purposes. Student Cooper Smith's recent visualization of Manhattan running routes registered by 1,009 runners using the Nike Plus online synchronization service recalls the earlier, 2002 experimental project by Esther Polak to render a "live" map of Amsterdam by equipping sixty residents with GPS tracer units hooked up to a central server. Where Polak sought to describe the city as it is experienced by its residents, drawing from the anti-rationalist legacy of postwar psychogeography, Smith's well-intentioned aggregation reinforces a collusion of corporate (Nike) and military (GPS) interests: running is no longer just running, but measured, collated, and compared, tagged with personal targets and simulated rewards.

Critical Cartography
The lack of critical discourse around visualization seems all the more glaring given the critical toolkit applied to maps and cartography, which blossomed during the postwar years. An exhibition at the British Library and associated television series on the history of cartography delved into this rich vein of scholarship in 2010. 16 Behind the history of the map is what Jeremy Crampston describes as a "whole series of engagements in politics, propaganda, crime and public health, imperialist boundary-making, community activism, the nation-state, cyberspace and the Internet. That is, mapping has a politics." 17 That thematic maps—the precursors of infoliv— and statistics emerged in the early nineteenth century as "technologies of management" is no coincidence. Political systems, legislation, and the core of our cultural values are all integrated with these technologies. Rather than simply describe a preexisting world, these technologies, in their methods of framing, selecting, and predicting, make up a world. 18

The cartographic scholar J. B. Harley famously noted that the key to decoding a map was to look for its "silences"—maps "exert a social influence through their omissions as much as by the features they depict and emphasize." 19 In the same way, today's network maps and maps of Internet activity reveal their territorial imperatives through what is left out. Maps of the Internet coming from computer research labs in the late 1990s, for example, were frequently shown with a blank backdrop as if to suggest that the network were somehow detached from real space, perhaps adrift in a vast terra incognita of potential security breaches or, alternately, lands yet to be wired. 20 A diagram of "subject matter experts," produced by management consultant and network analyst Valdis Krebs in 2008, is meant to help us identify the fragile nodes in a company's knowledge domain. It depicts people as colored boxes connected by lines: they are connected if one goes to the other for expertise or advice, and those with many arrows pointing to them are sought out often for assistance. The nodes are colored by their potential to leave/exit the organization. Conceivably "silent" in the diagram are assumptions about the rate of transfer of knowledge around a network and the working atmosphere. Obviously, a work environment in which people share knowledge freely in pursuit of a shared goal will lessen the impact of a key figure (the "border router") departing the network, compared with an environment in which long-entrenched employees harbor their knowledge as a form of power. The missing information from Krebs' map may ultimately provide the key to the functioning of the network, to the extent that a map of the mood of the network may be more useful. 21

An alternative artistic network map brings such absences to light. Artist Uta Eisenreich's "Teamwork Sociogram," produced with children at Langmatt School in Zürich, takes the form of a series of photographs of the children in the schoolyard, linked to each other by pieces of colored string. Red strings, for example, were linked by the students in response to the question: If you were allowed to invite three classmates to your birthday party, who would they be? The effect of the photographic series is to reveal not the breadth or security of a network, but its fragility; to remind us that the nodes on a network diagram are not uniform squares but people, to hint that, in analyzing a network, it is the node that knows how it is connected. The project references the content of the 1930s social network maps of psychiatrist Jacob Moreno, which sought to identify the structure of groups based on affections rather than roles. 22 But whereas Moreno's and Krebs' diagrams are highly abstracted nodes and lines, Eisenreich's network map is photographic, connoting the ephemeral nature of social ties, and indeed, network maps.

Recent scholarship has demonstrated that our conventions for representing the passage of time are inextricably tangled with a post-eighteenth-century view of time as a sequential line. 23 Temporality is a big problem for the network map; the authority of the line-and-node diagram implicitly suggests that the network depicted is fixed in time. As one group of sociologists has
Archeology of Ourselves
Nicholas Felton began producing annual reports about various activities he had engaged in over the previous year in 2005, which he published under the moniker "Feltron" in the form of a printed annual report. Beginning with such data as the number of songs listened to, miles flown, books read, restaurant visited, types of foods eaten, and so on, he began to form a composite portrait of his life, expressed in various charts and graphs of his design. Felton's project recalls the work of Charles Mada, Tom Harrison, and Humphrey Jennings, who created Mass-Observation in 1930s Britain that used observers to record the everyday behaviors of average citizens. Unlike Mada and Harrison's third-party reportage, Felton typically relies instead on self-recording, reporting, and interpretation of data. In 2006, he developed Daytum with Ryan Case, a website and software application that helps you track your personal data more easily. In 2009, he asked acquaintances to complete surveys about him that formed the 91,445-word data set that began that year's report. In 2010, he conducted an investigative project not about himself but his father's extensive travels over the course of his life, which Felton reconstructed using passports, photos, calendars, receipts, and correspondence. Through his Annual Reports, Felton has expanded Mada and Harrison's concept of an "archeology of ourselves," giving it graphic form and obsessive detail. —AB
Analytics

By media theorist Lev Manovich in 2007, the concept of cultural analytics can be seen as the consequence of ever-increasing computational power to manipulate enormous amounts of data in real time. As Manovich and his team at the University of California, San Diego, relate: “New super-visualization engines specifically designed for research purposes allow interactive exploration of massive media collections which may contain tens of thousands of hours of video and millions of still images. Researchers can quickly generate new questions and hypotheses and immediately test them. This means that researchers can quickly explore many research questions within a fraction of the time previously asked just one question.” Computational analysis and visualization of large cultural data sets allow the detailed analysis of gradual historical patterns that may only manifest themselves over tens of thousands of artifacts created over a number of years. Rather than describing the history of any media collection in terms of discrete parts (years, decades, periods, etc.), we can begin to see it as a set of shards, each showing a particular dimension of form, content, and reception changes over time. In a similar fashion, we can supplement existing data classification with new categories that group artifacts which share some common characteristic. For instance, rather than only dividing television news programs according to producers, air dates and times, or ratings, we can generate many larger clusters based on patterns in rhetoric strategies, semantics, and visual form. In another example, we can analyze millions of examples of contemporary graphic design, web design, motion experience design, and other recently developed cultural fields to create maps that would reveal if they have any stylistic or content clusters.” —AB. See “Cultural Analytics,” Software Initiative blog, lab.softwarestudies.com, 2011.

The Flash Crash

May 6, 2010, at 2:42 pm the Dow Jones Industrial Average began to plunge more than 300 points with another 800 point drop in the next five minutes, forcing nearly 1,000 points. By 3:07 pm, the market had regained most of the loss. It was the second largest point swing—1,015.14 points—and the biggest one-day point decline—998.5 points—on an intraday basis in Dow Jones Industrial Average History. The cause of the crash, according to a Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) report of the incident, was the ill-timed use of automated trading algorithms from one particular firm. Others have remarked that this trade was merely the trigger of the crash, and that the underlying causes of the use of such superfast transactions and the lack of marketplace safeguards were not addressed. VPOD, the Dutch television company, produced a documentary by Marije Meerman entitled Money & Speed: Inside the Black Box to explain what happened that day. The companion Touch/Dox app for devices such as the iPad was designed by Catalogues and merges their information graphics and data visualizations with cinematic storytelling to create a compelling hybrid of the immersive and the analytical. —AB
Video Scribbling

Sir Ken Robinson’s lecture, “Changing Educational Paradigms,” is one of many such talks by leading thinkers that take place at the RSA in London, whose formal name is the Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce. The RSA is an organization dedicated to shaping thinking and action around issues of social progress. It began working with the firm Cognitive Media to transform these lectures into animated videos using whiteboards and markers, and in the process conceived of a new area of media practice called video scribbling. As the name suggests, a visual transcription of a talk is created using animated illustrations that follow the actual lecture soundtrack. Video scribbling is a combination of hand-drawn illustrations, stop-motion animation, videography, and sound editing. As a result of talented artists and technicians, the RSA-Animate video treatment has proven to be an extremely popular and engaging form that merges entertainment and education, delight and information. —46
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Set Top Box

The Boston-based design and technology studio Sooflimed has turned automated reading into an art form. Their project Set Top Box filters real-time television programs into dynamic typographic animations, generated on the fly in response to the closed-caption transcript. Custom software combs through the text for emotional and thematic content, transforming the verbal soundtrack into a multilayer audiospatial concoction. According to Sooflimed, "The effect is a fast-folding typographic life form—fed by, performed by, and eternally making sense of, the television." —EL

On the Origin of Species: The Preservation of Favoured Traces

We often think of scientific ideas, such as Darwin's theory of evolution, as fixed notions that are accepted as finished. In fact, Darwin's On the Origin of Species evolved over the course of several editions he wrote, edited, and updated during his lifetime. The first English edition was approximately 150,000 words and the sixth is a much larger 160,000 words. In the changes are refinements and shifts in ideas—whether increasing the weight of a statement, adding details, or even a change in the idea itself. The second edition, for instance, adds a notable "by the Creator" to the closing paragraph, giving greater attribution to a higher power. In another example, the phrase "survival of the fittest"—usually considered central to the theory and often attributed to Darwin—instead came from British philosopher Herbert Spencer, and didn't appear until the fifth edition of the text. Using the six editions as a guide, we can see the unfolding and clarification of Darwin's ideas as he sought to further develop his theory during his lifetime. This project is made possible by the hard work of Dr. John van Wyhe, et al., who run The Complete Work of Charles Darwin Online. The text for each edition was sourced from their careful transcription of Darwin's books, and Dr. van Wyhe generously granted permission to use the text. This piece is a simpler version of a larger effort that looks at the changes between editions, and is intended as the first in a series looking at how the book evolved over time. —Ben Fry, benfry.com/reacEd, 2009
In their 2001 textbook Visual Journalism: A Guide for New Media Professionals, Christopher Harris and Paul Martin Lester defined visual journalism as a term that "expands the professions of photojournalism, reporting, writing, and graphic design." As the news industry seeks to make the most of new technologies, many colleges and universities have started offering coursework or degrees in visual journalism. Information graphics are an important component of visual journalism, along with video and still photography. The visual journalist doesn't merely visualize a story of data, however; he builds a compelling story around it. —EL
The True Size of Africa

A small contribution in this light against Namibian ignorance by Kai Krause

In addition to the well known social issues of identity and national pride, there also be such a concept as "overmapping," meaning to fill out geographical knowledge.

A survey with random American high schools let them guess the number and land area of their country. One fifth incorrectly selected, but still more surprisingly, the majority chose "red" and "orange" the world's map, and the top world's high school students, geographical estimates were close by factors of two. This is partly due to the highly distorted nature of the predominantly used mapping projections (such as Mercator).

A particularly extreme example is the world's widespread knowledge of the actual size of Africa. This single image made to achieve the accurate scale, which is larger than the USA, China, India, Japan and all of Europe combined.

Raleigh Dymaxion Map

Buckminster Fuller produced his Raleigh Dymaxion Map in 1944 while in North Carolina and teaching at NC State University. Fuller sought to portray all of the major landmasses of the Earth without dividing them and, to lessen the kinds of gross distortion to a continent's relative size and shape—for instance, Greenland and Africa—that afflicted other planar maps. Although his goal was to produce an equal area map, Fuller did not know exactly how to achieve this objective and lacked today's sophisticated cartographic software tools. Working with cartographer Shoji Sados, Fuller mapped the sphere of the Earth onto twenty equiangular triangles. The color of landmasses and the shading of the oceans reflect mean low temperatures. The Raleigh Dymaxion Map, while imperfect, is a remarkable achievement that fulfilled the basic premise of Fuller's desire to communicate the fact that "there are many ways to see the world." —ABB

U.S. Geological Survey National Center for Earth Resources and Observation Science (EROS). Balkan Deformation, August 1, 2000

Courtesy National Center for EROS and NASA Landstief Project Science Office
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Kai Krause, The True Size of Africa, 2010
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Wo wissen du dich? (84% aller Befragten nannten sich regelmäßig, 79% der Männer, 90% der Frauen.)

37% Unbemerklich (Männer: 30%, Frauen: 44%)
96% Gesicht (nur Männer befragt)
34% Arme (nur Frauen befragt)
59% Gesichtsausdruck (Männer: 35%, Frauen: 52%)

1% Brief
17% Brief

37% Brief
17% Brief
15% Brief
9% Brief
6% Brief
2% Brief

3% Brief
1% Brief

2% Brief
42% Brief
72% Brief
32% Brief
51% Brief
40% Brief
71% Brief

52% Brief
28% Brief
16% Brief
15% Brief
42% Brief
8% Brief

Peter Hall

Charjunk

Cited by Edward Tufte in his book The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (1983), the term "charjunk" refers to unnecessary visual elements used in information graphics that distract the viewer from understanding the underlying data being presented. Examples of charjunk include extraneous images and illustrations, use of ornaments and typography that call too much attention to themselves, superfluous use of color and gradients, competing visual weight of lines and borders, etc. Arguing for a less-is-more approach, Tufte describes the following phenomena: "The interior decoration of graphics generates a lot of ink that does not tell the viewer anything new. The purpose of decoration varies—to make the graphic appear more scientific and precise, to enliven the display, to give the designer an opportunity to exercise artistic skills. Regardless of its cause, it is all non-data-ink or redundant data-ink, and it is often charjunk." Tufte's argument seemed directed at the kind of information graphics being used in USA Today, introduced just a year earlier and which featured snapshot surveys of various topical subjects rendered with eye-grabbing illustrations accompanying bar charts and graphs. More recently, researchers at the University of Saskatchewan compared the embellished graphics of Nigel Holmes with the same data set expressed in minimalist terms and concluded: "We found that people's accuracy in describing the embellished charts was no worse than for plain charts, and that their recall after a two-to-three-week gap was significantly better. In addition, participants preferred the embellished charts. Although we are cautious about proposing specific design recommendations, it seems clear that there is more to be learned about the effects of different types of visual embellishment in charts. Our results question some of the premises of the minimalist approach to chart design, and raise issues for designers about how charts are designed and used in different publications and different contexts." — AB See Scott Bateman, et al., "Useful Junk? The Effects of Visual Embellishment on Comprehension and Memorability of Charts," 2010
noted: “Most network images do a poor job of representing change in networks, and researchers make do by presenting successive snapshots of the network over time... The problem is fundamental to the media. To effectively display the relational structure of a social network, at least two dimensions are needed to represent proximity, and that leaves no effective space (on a printed page) to represent time.” 24 The problem might seem to be solvable with the help of interactive or animated visualizations that show the ebbs and flows of a network. This is to miss the point, however, that every visualization, be it a fixed frame or selected frames from a given period, is a construction of time produced from a particular viewpoint. Drucker and Bethany Nowviskie’s explorations with students at the University of Virginia’s SpecLab include experiments at representing time as experiential rather than “unidirectional, homogenous, continuous—none of those things are true in humanistic experience.” 25 Europe is mapped according to the difficulty of getting from place to place, a train journey is mapped according to perceived time between stations, and days are mapped according to heavy events and levels of anxiety. The goal is to achieve an “affective” mode of representation, and in so doing, “question fundamental assumptions about how we know what we know.”

**Situated Visualization**

In summary, the critical function of artistic visualization is to call into question the claims of transparency, certainty, and objectivity embedded in the Cartesian language of the genre. It is to insist on the situatedness of the observer and the phenomenon being observed. Projects as seemingly innocuous as Nicholas Felton’s “personal annual reports,” named for an imaginary organization named Feltrin, work at this level by impeccably parodying the visual and textual language of the corporate annual report—while conveying elements of the modern-day lifestreamer’s narcissism. The 2005 Feltron report quantifies in statistical charts everything from kinds of meals eaten, photographs taken per country visit, and the amount of time spent at work and play by its author. 26

When the situatedness of a visualization is reinforced, it can be scrutinized as a work of rhetoric, a “matter of concern” rather than a “matter of fact.” 27 The “scribbling” visualizations of UK-based group Cognitive Media do exactly this by eschewing the tenets of Tufte to achieve a subjective visual means of annotating ideas as they emerge in conference presentations and workshops. Cognitive Media’s charming, intriguing marker pen-on-whiteboard drawings, notably of scholars Jeremy Rifkin and Philip Zimbardo, draw attention to a rhetorical aspect of the public presentation that has suffered considerably in the PowerPoint age: that the persuasiveness of a presentation is due not entirely to its logical strength, but also to its emotional appeal and the character of the speaker—in classical terms, not only its logos but its pathos and ethos. 28 If Cognitive Media’s informative and visually rich graphics do convey a rich and situated representation of the information as delivered by a particular speaker, then are they not a better paradigm than, say, a flow chart, geometric mind map, recliner line graph, or table versions of the same information?

Situatedness and contingency are certainly not alien to the language of visualization. Arguably, the sheer fecundity of the field is beginning to shift the ground away from the fixed, objective, atemporal, and totalized visual rhetoric. In visualizing the extensive changes made to Darwin’s *Origin of Species* during the course of its publication through six editions, for example, Ben Fry unsettles the idea that scientific notions appear as fixed ideas. 29 In visualizing the changes to specific entries in *Wikipedia*, Wattenberg and Fernanda Viégas zoom in on the disputes and controversies that surround topics that might otherwise seem long since settled. An encyclopedia page becomes a contested territory. 30

The unaddressed question so far in this discussion is the role of graphic designers in this vast, flourishing field. Clearly designers are at work in all three categories of visualization outlined above, but in increasingly collaborative environments. Traditionally, the designer might produce these graphics, or come in to clean up dynamic visualizations once the hard-core statistical, analytical work and programming were complete. But increasingly, there are designers with programming skills and mathematicians with design skills making inroads into each other’s professions. The web-enabled availability of data sources, notably from governments and nongovernmental organizations aspiring to transparency, and the proliferation of free visualization tools and forums—from Many Eyes (visualization platform spawned at IBM) to Gephi (a Paris-based open source consortium) —has brought host of practitioners to the field, designers among them. 31

Visualization depends increasingly on a cadre of interdisciplinary skills. Fry, codveloper of the ubiquitous Processing open source programming environment, recently argued at a conference that the typical process of scientists throwing the parsed, filtered, mined data “over the wall” to the graphic and interaction designers is “a terrible way of doing things.” 32 As a designer capable of building dynamic visualizations and participating at the data-mining and parsing stage, Fry finds that “the way the interaction works is going to affect how you do the data-mining portion. You can’t really separate these things.” 33

At MIT’s Humanities + Digital Visual Interpretations conference in 2010, Wattenberg, a trained mathematician who codeveloped the Many Eyes visualization platform at IBM, argued that the visualization explosion has had a curious effect on visual literacy. It now takes two forms, he argued: reading and creating. Reading is “not in bad shape,” he claimed, but knowing whether a line chart, pie chart, or a bar chart is the suitable form for the visualization you are trying to make requires a certain amount of expertise. “One of the things I’m hoping is that people can teach each other, that was one of the hopes for Many Eyes.”

Visual literacy, however, is not the only skill required for navigating the deluge of data. The list of facets underemphasized or ignored in the dominant language of visualization is long enough to present a worthy challenge to any research group. The perplexing part is that while the art and critical design world has been riffing off the yawning gaps in the infoviz view of existence, the mainstream practice continues to deploy a visual rhetoric that treats data as pure and judges questions of visual form only in terms of a universalist idea of usability. This seems all the more curious when one considers that the art of typography has long since passed through the perceived crisis that clarity of communication would be lost with the loss of the appearance of objectivity.

For visualization to fully mature requires a better cross-fertilization between the three contexts of visualization practice. The journalistic practice of making data accessible and legible has much to teach the sciences; the forms and critiques of artistic practices can inform, question, and reinvigorate the scientific and journalistic ends of the spectrum; and scientific visualization can provide the journalistic and artistic practices some fundamental lessons in rigor.

**Notes**

Graphic Design: Now in Production

Edited by Andrew Blauvelt and Ellen Lupton

Texts by Åbäke, Ian Albinson, Peter Bil'ak, Andrew Blauvelt, Rob Giampietro, James Goggin, Peter Hall, Steven Heller, Jeremy Leslie, Ellen Lupton, Ben Radatz, Michael Rock, Dmitri Siegel, Daniel van der Velden, Armin Vit and Bryony Gomez-Palacio, and Lorraine Wild